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Press release: 
 
 
”Blaze of Glory – New Art from New York Part VI” 
 
 
After roping a global lasso around the east and west, we have captured a great team of the very best artists for Gallery 
Poulsen's sixth summer exhibition, entitled "Blaze of Glory". Of course, nothing less will do, when the gallery opens its 
doors for this annual event, where we show the best of the best from both newly discovered talents and well-known stars 
from the Poulsen Family. 
 
To the cadence of Bon Jovi, we ride out into the Wild West with his soundtrack from Young Guns II. This is not the 
hackneyed story of the lonesome outlaw cowboy on the range with only freedom for company. Rather, “Blaze of Glory” 
invokes the cowboyʼs ʻfearless gritʼ when looking down the barrel of a loaded gun. Itʼs exactly this backbone with style 
that defines Poulsenʼs team.   
 
The gallery is adorned for the first time with works of Nicola Verlato and Mu Pan, who dramatically expand our visual 
catalog. Both artists stare down the legacy of historical painting with enormous complexity and dynamic compositions 
addressing the most salient issues of our time.  
 
Conflicts between cultures are Verlatoʼs focal point. In elegant gray tones he untethers clashes between iconoclasts and 
image worshipers. The fight is intense, and here, no one will give up the battle without a fight – neither when it comes to 
the internal battles of the motifs, or Verlatoʼs own struggle with the material. Nothing is random and the execution is 
hysterically perfectionist. 
 
Acrylic painting finds a new expression when Mu Pan presents his intricate worlds of Japanese, Chinese and Taiwanese 
subcultures. Underwater gangsters, pearl diver girls and giant animals have been assembled in frenzied scenes that you 
do not want to be a part of. However, to look at Mu Panʼs works is a very interesting experience that awakens thoughts of 
oppressed people and colonization in Asia. 
 
”Blaze of Glory” ignites this summer without the slightest hitch. We give you twelve newly completed works and fire our 
guns with characteristic bravado, because we know that this is absolutely the best you can get in painting, drawing and 
video art. 
 
The latter media video sticks a bit out from the galleryʼs usual program, but Josh Jordanʼs video trilogy indeed measures 
up to the rest of the works in this exhibition. With three music videos for hits by Queen and Meat Loaf Jordan jumps and 
dances around to tell us the story of love, both the great and the sad one. Practically all clichés are to find in these 
amazing and hilarious videos that easily could be categorized as urban westerns filled with caricatured gestures, wild 
dancing moves and all sorts of silly props.  
 
Unlike the solitary cowboy on the prairie, who does not rely on anyone but himself, “Blaze of Glory” consists of a team of 
maverick artists, whose works both speak for themselves and together in bold imagery. You donʼt need to dig for gold in 
these works because they all burn strongly under a “Blaze of Glory”! 
 
The show consists of twelve works on canvas, paper, panel and video art. 
 
 
 
"Blaze of Glory" 
Featuring: Barnaby Whitfield (US), Christian Rex van Minnen (US), Eric White (US), Jacob Dahlstrup (DK), Jean-
Pierre Roy (US), John Jacobsmeyer (US), Josh Jordan (US), Mi Ju (KOR/US), Mu Pan (TW/US), Nicola Verlato 
(IT), William Powhida (US), Aaron Johnson (US) 
 
13.06 – 04.07 
Opening reception Saturday June 13th from noon – 4 pm 
 
 
 


